


A large man dressed in walrus skins steps to

the front of the wooden platform and looks out

at the town square. Freezing fog drifts down

from a mountainous glacier above the town.

Out on the horizon the sun struggles weakly

above the ice, slanting orange light through

the snow-laden buildings after another long,

cold night.

Theodopolis Makepeace, mayor of Storyhaven,

raises his head to the crowd  huddled in their
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fur coats before him. Frost encrusts his beard

and eyebrows, extending in icy fingers across

his dark brown skin. There is a mistiness to

his usually bright and cheerful eyes that you

haven't seen before.

 

“Friends and fellow townsfolk. It is with a

heavy heart that I have called you here today.

Let there be no doubt about it, we face our

darkest hour. This morning we lost another of

our most powerful storytellers. Jabir

Copernicus, the observatory master has

disappeared too. The crystal rune stones

awarded to him by our shamans to honour his

story were cruelly stolen from him during the

night. Without them, the amnesia that

plagues us all came quickly upon him. He

forgot who he was and stumbled out onto the

ice wastes in confusion. We have search



parties still looking for him, but without much

hope that we will find him alive…” The mayor’s

face suddenly turns blank, his words trailing

off into silence.

 

Gasps break out in the crowd. An anxious

murmuring spreads through the square. The

noise brings the mayor back to himself and he

reaches up to a string of glowing crystals

around his neck, fingering the symbols the

shamans chose to honour his own story.

Gritting his teeth, he looks out at the sea of

heads once more.

“We all know how much this town needs its

stories. They are the reason we’ve been able to

survive out here for so long when many of the

other settlements have perished. Only here do

we have the sacred crystals from the Crystal 



Cavern that glow warmly in our fablehearths

when we tell our stories around them."

"Now, as more and more of our fablehearths

fall cold, the ice is advancing again on all

sides. It takes back house after house,

freezing their doors shut, 

covering their windows, 

encasing their walls."



"The outer parts of town like the Sledge

Station are already impenetrable except to our

most skilled Glacier Striders. Fewer and fewer

of our runebearers are left awake, and without

our most powerful storytellers we cannot keep

the town warm for much longer. That is why I

have called you here. We still do not know who

or what is stealing the town’s stories, but the

Shamans and Inventa-fixers have opened for

us one last chance of finding out.” He gestures

to two fur-clad figures on the platform behind

him.



You recognise Uzma McConnor, the town’s top

Inventa-fixer, and Demothi Nicklemas, one of

the Story Shamans, guardians of the Crystal

Cavern. 

“Harnessing the power of the crystals, they

have opened us a time portal into the past. We

are going to send a band of our bravest

adventurers back to the week our stories began

to go missing, so that they can try to save our

town’s most precious tales before they

disappear. If they can send the stories back to

us through the portal, we can stoke the town’s

fablehearths and drive back the advancing ice."  

"We will need volunteers from all the town’s

guilds. Guards of the Perimeter Fence,

Inventafixers, Sledgers, Glacier Striders, even

Braggarts will all be welcome. The adventurers 



will need a wide range of skills if they are to

succeed on their mission.” He nods finally. “Now

go home and warm yourselves as best you can.

Volunteers assemble tonight at the Shaman

Ward at half past eventide.”


